
A Contractor Manager Solution for 
Any Step of the Way 

Driving safety programs is a core component of every Safety Leader’s day, reflecting the fact 
that both employees and contractors on a site depend on having a quality safety program 
that actively works to reduce risk at every point of their on-site work activities.   

Maintaining a high level of safety with contractors can be especially important for 
businesses that utilize contractors on a weekly or even daily basis. Even if your use of 
contractors tends to be fairly infrequent, having a strong program ensures that their safety is 
just as well taken care of as your everyday team members. With a digital solution, managing 
contractors can easily become a part of your daily activities. Going digital means that the 
information you need is always with you on smart devices and tracking the activities from 
the start to end of a job can be done in real-time.

Contractor Manager from Gensuite takes this idea of a digitized platform and gives you all 
the features you’re looking for! Whether assigned a discrete project task or working on-site 
on a regular basis, Contractor Manager is able to manage that worker’s journey from 
beginning to end while maintaining their safety and measuring how well they’re able to 
perform at your workplace. 

What part of the journey is your team on with your contractor management program? 
According to a recent study from NAEM:

What step of the journey is your team on with implementing contractor management 
software? Whether you’re currently utilizing an ad hoc program just getting off the ground or 
a something a bit more advanced, Gensuite’s Contractor Manager is able to bring features to 
your team that can improve your solution to better your contractor safety program.

While 24% of responding companies currently have an ad 
hoc or developing program, 76% of responding companies 
aspire to move towards an advanced or strategic contractor 
safety program within the next 2-3 years.
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What Kind of Solution do You Have?

Advanced Program:
You have the basics and you’re working on 
creating a more strategic and integrated 
contractor management process, Gensuite has 
the tools perfect for achieving more. Utilize a 
digital solution to continuously monitor current 
projects and activities your contractor is working 
on. 

Track their performance with data mining and 
be able to effectively follow-up and perform 
correct actions if necessary.

Finding a solution right for your team’s contractor manager program means first determining where you are in 
your journey. Wherever you are, the Gensuite solution provides enhanced transparency for your team from the 
beginning to end of the contractor journey. With the ability to track what potential contractor is qualified, 
what training and qualifications they bring to the table, the projects they are actively working on, post-project 
performance and digital follow-up with reports made from data mining. See where you fall and find out how 
application modules from Gensuite’s Contractor Manager suite can help your program get to where it needs 
to go.

Ad Hoc:
If your team is working with an ad hoc level 
contractor manager program or is working on 
developing one, Gensuite’s Contractor Manager 
application module has benefits that your team is 
looking for. The best place to start with a contractor 
manager solution is cementing a process to 
properly vet contractors who are right for the job.

Once vetted, putting a process in place to define 
their roles and responsibility will help keep them 
on track throughout the duration of the job.

Monitor active on-site contractor 
projects

Search a repository of qualified 
contractors

Interested in learning more about implementing Contractor Manager for your team? Connect with a Gensuite 
expert to learn more!

Visit www.gensuite.com for more information

Trend contractor’s work and safety 
performance 

Choose a candidate based on past 
training and qualifications they meet

Follow-up with corrective actions & 
metrics

Define roles and responsibilities for 
contractor tasks and projects


